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ABSTRACT
cDNA SEQUENCES OF THE CAPRINE γδ T CELL
HYBRID CO-RECEPTOR AND PATHOGEN
RECOGNITION RECEPTOR WC1 MULTIGENE FAMILY
FEBRUARY 2017
MARIA AMIR SOLANGI
DVM, SINDH AGRICULTURE UNIVERSITY TANDOJAM, PAKISTAN
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Cynthia L. Baldwin
Workshop cluster 1 (WC1) molecules are exclusively expressed on the surface
of γδ T cells and act as co-receptors and bind pathogens thus also functioning as
pattern recognition receptors. The aim was to obtain cDNA evidence to support
the recent caprine genome annotation of the WC1 multigene family conducted by
a colleague. To get cDNA sequences three strategies were used. Strategy I was
used to obtain three clones that corresponded to WC1 SRCR domain d9 through
the intracytoplasmic tail sequence. Strategy II was used to obtain 6 clones. A PCR
was conducted using SRCR domain b7 through the intracytoplasmic tail sequence.
A third strategy obtained full length WC1 transcripts. The three sequences that
extended from SRCR domain d9 to the intracytoplasmic tail matched closely with
predicted goat Gene 1 or 14. Another 3 sequences that extended from the SRCR
b7 domain through SRCR domain d11 or through the intracytoplasmic tail matched
with the predicted Genes 1, 2 and 14, respectively. Two additional full length cDNA
vi
clones CH-MA-03 and 41 were completely sequenced in stages which involved a PCR
amplification of the internal domains to complete the sequencing. The a1 domain of
CH-MA-41 was 100% similar to the annotated and predicted Gene 4 while CH-MA-03
also was closest to Gene 4 with a 99% similarity. However the intracytoplasmic tail
sequence of these two cDNA clones was a Type II tail while Gene 4 had a Type I
tail. Because of this difference in tails these two cDNA clones had a greater overall
similarity with Genes 7 and 15 which had Type II tails. These results suggest that
the genome assembly may have errors.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Livestock in Pakistan
According to the Economic Survey of Pakistan 2015-16, livestock comprises 56.3%
of agriculture production and contributes 11.8% to the gross domestic product (GDP)
of Pakistan. Cattle, sheep, buffaloes, asses, mules, goat, camel, horses, and poultry
constitute livestock. In the current fiscal year production of livestock products, in-
cluding poultry products and milk, when compared against the previous fiscal year
income increased at a rate of 2.95% and 3.25%, respectively [1].
Small ruminant, that is sheep and goat, cultivation in Pakistan is extremely com-
mon and well known. Numerous individuals of Pakistan are inclined toward the goat
and sheep cultivating business. Goats are known as ’poor man’s cow’ in view of their
little size and having a great limit on providing milk and meat profoundly. There
are some breeds that are effortlessly kept up and can produce milk and meat. Thus,
there is a good chance of procuring some additional salary for the peripheral and
landless agriculturist by raising goats. Around 90% of the aggregate goat populace
of the world can be found in developing nations. Cultivation of goat in Pakistan is
additionally considered a noteworthy faction of the economy of Pakistan. Producing
around 275,000 tons of mutton, 25 million skins, 21,400,000 tons of hair and 851,000
tons of milk every year. Also, it contributes around 2.5% of the total annual income
of Pakistan [1].
There are some goat breeds, which are effectively kept up and can exceedingly
deliver meat and milk. Kamoori is known for its tall height and is dark brown color
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and light brown spots. In addition, the most noticeable component is its long ears and
it is best for both meat and milk purposes. Furthermore, another breed called Bari
is short in stature, white in color and it is best as a milking animal. But the goats
can suffer with various infectious diseases caused by bacteria, viruses and parasites.
Common viral diseases of goats in Pakistan include foot and mouth disease, infec-
tious bovine rhinotracheitis, and bovine viral diarrhea. Common bacterial diseases
include clostridiosis, pneumonia, brucellosis, leptospirosis, and mastitis while para-
sitic diseases include both endoparasites and ectoparasites. Thus, it is important to
understand the immune system of goats to develop vaccines or other immunotherapies
against these infectious agents.
1.2 Blood and leukocytes
Liquid flowing through the arteries, veins and heart, known as blood, provides the
transportation of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the tissues to lungs and, reversely, oxy-
gen (O2) from lungs to the tissues. In addition, metabolites and nutritive substances
are transported to tissues and trashes away the unwanted substances to the kidneys
or other excretory organs for discharge. Hormones are secreted from the endocrine
organs into the blood, which then impact the organs of reception. Further, blood
can act as a buffer balancing temperature in the human body by transferring warmth
from within the body to the outer surface layers of the skin. The warmth is scattered
to encompassing air in the surroundings.
Moreover, blood is made of two major components: the liquid segment called
plasma and the strong part or framed components (suspended in the liquid) com-
prising platelets, erythrocytes (red blood cells) and leukocytes (white blood cels) as
shown in Fig. 1. White blood cells (WBCs), which are as known as leukocytes, help
in protecting the human body against diseases and foreign invaders; these are the cells
of the immune system. WBCs comprise five sorts of cells, to be specific: monocyte,
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eosinophil, basophil, neutrophil and lymphocyte as appears in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig.
2 presents the pictorial view of the leukocytes with small leukocytes being 7-8 µm
and large leukocytes being 12-15 µm.
WBCs are derived and produced from multipotent cells in the bone marrow, which
are known as hematopoietic stem cells. Further, leukocytes are present in the entire
body [1]. WBCs have nuclei that distinguishes them from platelets and un-nucleated
red blood cells (RBCs). Moreover, different sorts of the WBCs can be classified in
standard ways. The classification provides two broad groups. First, they are ordered
by structure (granulocytes or agranulocytes), second, by lineage derivation or cell an-
cestry (myeloid cells or lymphoid cells). Such groupings can be further fractionated
into five principle sorts of cells mentioned above with neutrophils, eosinophils, and
basophils being granulocytes and of the myeloid origin while lymphocytes and mono-
cytes are agranulocytes but lymphocytes are being lymphoid cells while monocytes
are coming from the myeloid lineage [2]. These cells are recognized by their physical
distinctions (Fig 2) but also their practical or functional attributes. For example,
monocytes and neutrophils are phagocytic. The quantity of the leukocytes in blood
is regularly a pointer of sickness, in this manner WBCs tally is an essential subset of
total blood cell number [3].
1.3 T Lymphocytes
The lymphocyte population comprises B cells, NK cells and T cells. B cells
are a type of lymphocyte that secretes antibodies and provides assistance for the
activation of the T cells by presenting antigen. Furthermore, T (thymus-derived) cells
or T lymphocytes play a central role in protective responses by producing cytokines
(soluble molecules that act somewhat as hormones of the immune system) and by
their cytolytic (aka cytotoxic) or killer function. T lymphocytes or T cells can be
subclassified further as follows:
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 CD4+ Th cells (T helper): through cytokine production, activates and regulates
T and B cells.
 CD8+ Tc cells cytotoxic and Natural killer cells: kills tumor and virus-infected
cells.
 γδ T cells: produce cytokines and possess cytotoxic activity, bridging adaptive
immune responses with innate.
 Regulatory T cells (suppressor): returns immune system to normal operation
after infection and also protects against autoimmunity.
While much is learnt and known about T lymphocytes, much more is yet to be learned
including the function of a major subpopulation of T cells known as gamma delta
(γδ) T lymphocytes. Ruminant species of sheep, goats and cattle [4], as well as
non-mammalian species such as chickens [5], are taken as “γδ T cell high species. As
such, they have a high proportion of γδ T cells; that is, up to 60% of the peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) in circulation. Moreover, γδ T cells can be up to
50% of the lymphocytes in the epithelial-rich tissues such as the skin and gut tissues.
However, these are found at much lower proportions (about 1-5%) in the blood in
γδ T cell low species, such as humans. Nevertheless, the proportion of the γδ T
cells within the γδ T cell high ruminant species declines to about 5% of PBMC by
adulthood [6], a proportion level equivalent to that in adults of humans which are
considered to be a low species [6, 7].
Innate immune responses precede adaptive immune responses. However, γδ T
cells unlike CD4 and CD8 T cells show a reverse crosstalk by contributing to the
early recruitment and activation of the innate immune cells [7]. The γδ T cells
secrete specific effector cytokines like αβ T cells do and some are cytotoxic. However,
they differ in their activation mechanism and co-receptor expression as well as the
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specific sequences of the T Cell Receptor (TCR) even though the structure of their
TCR is very similar to that of CD4 and CD8 αβ T cells.
1.4 WC1 molecules on γδ T cells
Most of the γδ T cells are deficient of CD4 and CD8 molecules that are important
co-receptors on αβ T cells. Those co-receptors synergize with the TCR for the impulse
or activation of T cells so they can do their job in protecting the host. Instead, in
ruminants and swine the γδ T cells have workshop cluster 1 (WC1) molecules that
are grouped as part of the Scavenger Receptor Cysteine Rich (SRCR) superfamily
and encoded by a multiple-gene family. Furthermore, they are expressed exclusively
on surface of the γδ T cells [8]. Analysis of various genomes suggests that perhaps
most mammals have a multigene WC1 families except for humans and mice [9].
WC1 co-receptor in cattle are made of eleven extracellular SRCR domains except
for one WC1 molecule which has six SRCR domains. These SRCR domains are
connected with interdomain regions or linkers that have a high degree of homology
in cattle. In addition, the SRCR domains are organized in a domain pattern of
a − [b − c − d − e − d] − [b − c − d − e − d′] which has been provided according to
nomenclature of Sarrias et al. for naming the SRCR domains [8, 9, 10] (see Fig. 4 for
a schematic). Moreover, in the coding sequence for the most distal SRCR domain,
the greatest difference occurs among WC1 genes; this is known as domain 1 and has
the a pattern (thus is called a1) with identities as low as 50% among WC1 genes
and remains contrasting with other SRCR domains. The other SRCR domains have
identities of nearly 90% among bovine WC1 genes [10].
WC1 molecules bind pathogens so they are acting as pattern recognition receptors
(PRR), as well as co-receptors [11]. We predict that the various domains of a WC1
molecule may recognize different bacterial components. Not only have we shown that
bovine WC1 molecules act as PRR for different infectious agents but they are involved
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in activating bovine γδ T cells as shown by the importance of phosphorylation of
specific tyrosines in their intracytoplasmic tails [12] and by mRNA silencing inhibiting
ability of the γδ T cells to respond to the bacteria “Leptospira” [12].
1.5 Hypothesis, Objective and Rationale
Our lab hypothesizes that the WC1 molecule presents the bacteria or other type
of pathogen, or a component of it, to the TCR and that the T cell is then activated to
respond and protect the host (Fig. 5). In cattle, there are 13 genes coding for WC1
molecules [10], but for other ruminant species such as goats and sheep, the number
of genes and their sequences are unknown. We predict that they will be similar
to bovine WC1 gene sequences but will have some difference both in sequence and
gene number. Since ruminant species share some pathogens but have others that are
unique to each ruminant species we would expect the repertoire of WC1 molecules
and SRCR domains to have overlap among ruminants as well as unique sequences
within a host species.
In goats there are 16 complete full length predicted genes that have been assembled
through genome annotation. Because there are also partials with one or more domain
but not a complete gene there may be more than 16 total goat WC1 genes. It is not
clear whether they are partials due to incomplete assembly or secreted proteins.
Our collaborators at USDA-ARS Tim Smith and Derek Bickhart had been se-
quencing the goat genome using PacBio. My colleague, Al Yirsaw, predicted the goat
WC1 genes by annotating the genomes of San Clemente and Yunnan goats for WC1
genes (Fig. 6 shows the San Clemente annotation, unpublished data). Here, I aimed
to obtain complimentary DNA (cDNA) evidence to support the caprine genome pre-
diction of the WC1 multigene family. This is needed because genome sequencing is
done in pieces and then assembled together. Because WC1 is a multigene family with
each gene having multiple exons coding for SRCR domains and those domains are
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highly similar among WC1 molecules it is likely that miss-assembly of the genome
will occur in some places. The only way to confirm it is correct is to isolate mRNA
transcripts of WC1 expressed gene sequences and sequence them. These sequences are
then compared to the proposed genome assembly to confirm or refute the assembly.
Studies described here used two different polymerase chain reactions (PCR)-based
approaches to do this. The results of our sequencing of cDNA is compared with the
goat gene predictions as well as homologous sequences of bovine WC1 sequences ob-
tained by others. I did these comparisons using gene alignments, pairwise analysis
and phylogenetic trees.
Figure 1: Composition of blood following centrifugation
Blood is composed of the liquid component known as plasma, a variety of so-
called formed elements that includes white blood cells or leukocytes, platelets and the
majority being the red blood cells or erythrocytes. These can be partially separated
by centrifuging whole blood as shown in this diagram.
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Figure 2: Types of WBCs
Five main types of WBCs or leukocytes existing in the blood and they are shown
here. Granules are seen in eosinophils, basophils and neutrophils with variable nuclear
morphologies. Monocytes and lymphocytes are mononuclear and have fewer or no
granules visible. This figure is freely available at Wikipedia [13]. From Blausen.com
staff and is Open access under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License.
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Figure 3: Lymphocyte shown in a blood smear
This blood smear demonstrates the large number of red blood cells or erythrocytes
(see 3 arrows) relative to the leukocytes (a lymphocyte is indicated by the arrow) in
the blood. This image is freely available at [14].
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Figure 4: Structure of a WC1 co-receptor modeled on a bovine WC1 family member
This is a depiction of an 11 SRCR domain-containing bovine WC1 transmembrane
glycoprotein that belongs to the group B SRCR family of the proteins. In cattle, WC1
molecules are organized into 6 or 11 SRCR domains in the extracellular part of the
molecule, followed by a conserved transmembrane and an intracytoplasmic tail that
is coded by 4-6 exons depending on the gene. Interdomain sequences are also called
linkers.
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Figure 5: Leptospira-responsive γδ T cells and the proposed role of the WC1 molecule
The hypothetical diagram indicating how WC1 may act as a pattern recognition
receptor and a signaling co-receptor for the γδ TCR by directly binding to Leptospira
and signaling via the WC1 endodomain or intracytoplasmic tail that gets phospho-
rylated. Shown in the figure is bovine WC1-3 that binds to Leptospira at 5 different
SRCR domains [14] indicated by an asterisk. As a result tyrosines in the intracy-
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toplasmic tail are phosphorylated resulting in augmentation of signals through the
TCR and production of cytokine (e.g. interferon-γ; [12]) by the cells.
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(a) Goat Gene 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 14 with Type I tail
(b) Goat Gene 5, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 15 with Type II tail
(c) Goat Gene 1-9 with Type III tail
(d) Goat Gene 12, 13 and 16 with Type II tail
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(e) Goat Gene 16 with Type III tail
(f) Four Partials WC1 genes and three orphan a1 exons
Figure 6: Sixteen predicted complete WC1 genes in goats and various partial genes
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There are 16 predicted genes coding apparently for complete WC1 molecules in
goats. There are also partial genes so there may be more than 16 total WC1 genes. It
is not clear whether they are partials due to incomplete assembly or these genes could
code for secreted protein. (Al Yirsaw, Cynthia Baldwin, and Tim Smith, unpublished
data.)
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS & METHODS
2.1 Overview
All the methods utilized to carry out the experiments, from blood collection to
sending out plasmid samples for sequencing WC1 molecules in goat, have been de-
tailed in this section and shown in a schematic (Fig. 7). They were performed in the
Integrated Sciences Building, University of Massachusetts. Amherst, Massachusetts.
Goats were housed at the Universitys farm in Hadley, Massachusetts. They were used
as blood donors in these studies.
2.2 Animals and blood collection
Blood was obtained from female Boer goats (goats # 222 and 325) between the
ages of one to two years. Blood was collected by the venipuncture of the jugular vein.
Further, blood was collected into a solution of heparin at 1 unit/ml. Animals were
kept in accordance with the federal guidelines and animal use with IACUC approval.
2.3 Isolation of PBMC
By density gradient centrifugation, PBMCs were isolated from blood over the solu-
tion of FicollHypaque (LKB-Pharmacia Biotechnology Inc., Piscataway, NJ) utilizing
the method pictured (Fig. 8). Briefly, 5-10 ml blood was gently covered over the 5 ml
Ficoll-Hypaque solution in a 15 ml tube, and then centrifuged at 400 g for about 40
min with the brake off. The top aqueous layer containing plasma was discarded and
middle buffy coat white layer containing PBMC between the fraction of plasma and
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Ficoll-Hypaque solution was collected and diluted at least two-fold with phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) supplemented with 10 units/ml of heparin (PBS/HEP), pH 7.0,
and cells were then concentrated by centrifugation at 250g for 10 min. Furthermore,
the supernatant was discarded and the cell pellets were cleaned twice by resuspending
the cells in the PBS/HEP and again pelleting. This was done by centrifugation at
100g for about 10 min. Then, this solution was diluted with PBS/HEP and cen-
trifuged at 100g for about 10 min for a final time. The cell pellet was suspended in
the tissue culture medium, known as complete RPMI. It is composed of the RPMI
1640 medium with about 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, 2M L-glutamine, 60
g/ml gentamycin, and 5 × 10−6 M 2-mercaptoethnol. The cells were then counted
using trypan blue to determine viability, re-centrifuged into a pellet and diluted to
5 × 10−6 cells/ml with the Trizol reagent according to manufacturers instructions
(Invitrogen), and kept at −80o C.
2.4 RNA isolation
The RNA was isolated from the ex vivo PBMC using Trizol (Invitrogen Life
Technologies). The centrifuge temperature was set to 40C before beginning isolation.
For storage, 5× 10−6 cells/ml in Trizol were frozen at −80o C so to isolate RNA the
cells were kept on ice to thaw. They were then incubated at room temperature for
about 5 min. To this, I added 200µl of chloroform and the tube was closed securely and
inverted 8-10 times. (This step and all steps ahead were performed in the designated
RNA hood.) I then incubated the samples at room temperature for 2-3 min but before
putting them into the centrifuge I mixed it again by inversion 2 to 3 times. They
were spun at 10,000 rpm (Eppendorf microfuge) (11,000 rcf) at 4oC for 15 min (Note:
during centrifugation, I positioned the tube hinge pointed inward from the center of
rotation). I transferred the aqueous upper layer to a new micro-centrifuge tube (made
sure that it should be 350 to 450µl) and was careful not to transfer the interface or
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bottom pink layer. I then added 500µl of sterile isopropanol and 1µl of glycogen to
enrich. I incubated the mixture at room temperature for about 10 min and then spun
samples at 10,000 rpm (Eppendorf microfuge) at 4oC for 10 min. I made sure the
RNA pellet was visible at that instant. Further, supernatant was removed by turning
the tubes upside down over a container or by pipetting off the supernatant, so that
the supernatant would not touch pellet. Then the pellet was washed by adding 1 ml
of ice cold 75% ethanol (first wash) and spun at 8,500 rpm (Eppendorf microfuge)
at 4oC for 5 min and removed the supernatant by decanting, then the residual liquid
was pipetted off the pellet. The pellet was washed by adding 1 ml of ice cold 100%
ethanol (second wash) and spun at 8,500 rpm (Eppendorf microfuge) at 4o C for 5
min. I marked the pellet on the tube and dried by inverting the tube for about 10-15
min and made sure the pellet did not over dry. I resuspended the pellet in 20µl ice
cold DEPC H2O = nuclears free (NF)H2O. I used the spectrophotometer to quantify
samples to determine the amount of RNA isolated and its purity. OD 260/280 ratios
were made and expected them to be close to 1.8 or 1.9. Anything lower could mean
phenol or ethanol contamination. Here after this point, the RNA could be stored at
−80o C if it was not going to be used right away. RNA samples in the freezer can
last a few days before starting to degrade. Hence, it was made sure not to leave them
in the freezer for longer than a week without use.
2.5 Reverse transcriptase reaction
This is a technique commonly used in molecular biology to make RNA into com-
plementary double-stranded DNA (cDNA). The cDNA is stable and can be cloned
into a vector such as a plasmid. To do this total RNA was subjected to DNase
digestion to get rid of any contaminating DNA as follows:
 Made a reaction mixture of 0.5-1µg of RNA (the volume depends on the con-
centration of RNA Isolated).
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 1µl of DNase 10X reaction buffer (this had MgCl2, so it was made sure not to
add any MgCl2 in the next RT reaction components)
 1µl DNase Enzyme.
 Nuclease free water was added to a final volume of 10µl.
It was incubated at 37o C for 30 min in water bath, then it was kept on heat block at
65oC for 5 minutes and it was used for the cDNA synthesis using a commercial RT
kit (Promega) and by following the manufacturers instruction manual.
2.6 Primer designing
Primer designing was done using a software called NCBI blast:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/.
Primers were designed using the 16 goat gene sequences and 13 bovine gene sequences,
the primers were designed for certain desired domains. An optimal length of PCR
primers was taken as 18-22 bp. Primers melting temperatures were taken in the range
of 52-58o C. The GC content of primer was considered to be ranged from 40-60 %.
2.7 Polymerase chain reaction
The PCR was conducted to amplify cDNA sequences that correspond to the ex-
pressed WC1 goat genes. All of the components were kept on ice. Further, the
reaction mixture was assembled in a systematic order and on ice as follows: 2 µl
cDNA (this amount varied depending upon cDNA concentration, as for example: 492
µg/ml), 36µl of NFH2O was utilized plus 10µl of Taq Polymerase Enzyme and 1µl of
forward primer and finally 1µl of reverse primer was utilized. This provided a total
of 50µl. In addition, it was required to set up a typical PCR Program in the thermo-
cycler. The cycle was iterated 35 times. Each cycle was operated first at 95o C for 2
min, then 95o C for 30 sec, proceeding with 55o C (annealing temperature) for 1 min,
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however the temperature could be changed according to the primer temperature, then
advancing with 72o C for 45 sec and finally the cycle was left to complete at 72o C
for 7 min. By considering the 50x TAE Electrophoresis, running buffer formula:
 242g of Tris free base.
 18.61g of disodiumn EDTA.
 57.1ml of glacial acetic acid.
 double de-ionized (DDI) H2O to 1 liter.
Furthermore, the Tris free base and the EDTA to precisely 700 ml DDI H2O were
added and then stirred, until Tris was dissolved in the EDTA. Then, acetic acid was
mixed and adjusted to a volume of 1 liter. In addition, 1x TAE solution was 20mM
Acetate, 40mM Tris and 1mM EDTA which had a pH of around 8.6. The pH was
generally not adjusted.
2.8 Agarose gel electrophoresis
This is a way to distinguish PCR amplicon of different sizes for visual detection
and mechanical separation. For conducting experiments the agarose was prepared by
weighing the agarose and making the solutions as follow:
 For 1.0% used 1gm agarose per 100 ml 1X TAE
 For 1.2% used 0.6gm agarose per 50 ml 1X TAE
 For 2% used 1gm agarose per 50 ml 1X TAE
This process was generally run for 1.2% gels although 2.0% gels yield better resolution
and are made by increasing the agarose amount as indicated. The higher the percent-
age gel, the slower the DNA will migrate through gel. I combined the agarose with
the 1X TAE and dissolved the agarose by heating in the microwave. I heated it until
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it boiled and fully dissolved, then took it out and swirled the mixture and allowed the
melted agarose to cool on the bench top until it could be handled (for about 5 min).
I then added 0.5µl of Synergy Brands (SYBR) green dye, swirled gently to dissolve
and placed the gel tray sideways in the gel box, made sure that gasket was sealed so
that the agarose did not leak into the gel box and allowed about 30 min for the gel
to set. I loaded the gel with my PCR product and ran it at 120-130 volts for 2% gel
and ran 60-80 volts for 1.2% gel.
2.9 Gel extraction of PCR amplicon
QIA quick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, is a provider of sample and assay tech-
nologies for molecular diagnostics) was utilized for the purification of a specific size
DNA from total PCR products after running the amplicons on an agarose gel that
separates them by size. The desired band of the appropriate size was cut from the gel
with a razor blade. Moreover, the gel slice was weighted; an empty micro-centrifuge
tube was used to tare the balance and then added 3 gel volumes of the Buffer QG to
1 volume of gel (100 mg 100µl). It was then incubated at about 50oC for almost 10
min and integrated by vortexing to facilitate the process of dissolving. Furthermore,
I added 1 gel volume of the isopropanol to the sample and inverted tube to mix and
transferred a maximum of 750µl of sample to a 2 ml spin column (Qiagen) and then
centrifuged for almost 1 min at a rotation of 11,000 rpm in an Eppendorf microfuge
and discarded flow through. This procedure was repeated with any remaining sample
by adding it to the appropriate column, centrifuging it again and discarding the flow-
through. The PCR product remained in the column that was washed by applying
750µl Buffer PE to column and centrifuging for almost a 1 min at a rotation 11,000
rpm in an Eppendorf microfuge. I replaced columns in the collection tubes and cen-
trifuged again for almost 1 min at a rotation speed of 11,000 rpm in an Eppendorf
microfuge and then positioned columns in clean 1.5 ml micro-centrifuged tubes and
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eluted DNA by adding 20ul of NFH2O, to center of membrane in column and allow
it to stand for about 1 min at room temperature and centrifuged for almost 1 min at
a rotation speed of 11,000 rpm in an Eppendorf microfuge.
2.10 Ligation with TOPO cloning kit
The method of molecular cloning is used to prepare a recombinant DNA molecule
(for example, by PCR) and then insert the PCR product into an extra-chromosomal
circular DNA (plasmid). Then within a microbial host (i.e. bacteria), DNA can
replicate autonomously. Further, in molecular cloning projects, DNA ligation is used
to physically join a DNA vector to a gene of interest (e.g. PCR amplicon) with the
ends of the DNA fragments being cohesive or blunt but must contain monophosphate
groups on the 5’ ends. The recombinant plasmid is then available for the amplification
in bacteria [15]. For ligation of the PCR product into the plasmid, the TOPO Cloning
kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was utilized (Fig. 9). At this instant 4µl of the purified
PCR product was used, depending upon the final concentration of the PCR product
obtained utilizing the Nebio-calculator [16]. Further, 1µl of the salt solution and 1µl
of the pcR2.1 Vector (with topoisomerase) were then added to the solution to make
a total volume of 6µl. This final product was incubated at room temperature for 15
min.
2.11 Transformation
Bacterial transformation experiments commonly use the bacteria found in the gut,
Escherichia coli. Here we added the plasmid containing the PCR product into bacteria
(transformed the bacteria) so the plasmid can replicate [17]. For transformation, tubes
of (E. coli DH5Alpha, Thermo Fisher Scientific) Top 10 1-Shot competent E. coli cells
(stored in the −80o C freezer) were placed directly on ice to thaw (about 15 min) and
2µl of ligation reaction were added to the cells and stirred gently with pipette tip but
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did not pipette it up or down. I added 2µl of ligation reaction to the cells, stirred
gently, incubated on ice for 30 min, heated the E. coli by incubating in a 42o C water
bath for 30 seconds; this point of the procedure was considered as the most important
instant of the entire process. Further, the solution in tubes was immediately placed on
ice and then 250µl Super Optimal broth, with Catabolite repression (SOC, Thermo
Fisher Scientific) medium was mixed into the tube. Moreover, an ethanol burner was
used to maintain a sterile environment (to avoid contamination I opened the medium
bottle in the hood or in the presence of a flame). I placed the microtube in a 15 ml
conical tube and incubated for 1 hr at 37oC on a rotator at 250 rpm.
2.12 Spreading plates
Spreading plates means simply transferring transformed bacteria on a media agar
plate so that the bacteria and plasmid can replicate thereby increasing in number.
Further, the transformed bacteria can be diluted, as microbes are in a solution, so that
individual colonies of bacteria are evident on the plate. In addition, the petri dish has
a media specific for growth of microbe of the interest. Here, the solution (microbe-
containing liquid) is then allowed to spread uniformly on the plate by a bent-glass rod
spreader. The glass rod is then sterilized and then used to mix microbe-containing
liquid uniformly on plate under consideration [18]. For spreading process, in order
to allow the sample of Luria broth (LB) with Kanamycin agar plates to reach room
temperature, the samples were taken out of the fridge (operating at 4°C) half an hour
prior to spreading. About 15 min before spreading bacterial cells, 32µl of X-gal was
spread on LB Kanamycin agar plates. The glass spreader was utilized for spreading
after dipping it in ethanol and flaming it. I pipetted 50µl of cells onto plate and
spread with the glass spreader and then incubated the plates upside down overnight
(about 18 hr) at 37°C.
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2.13 Blue/White Screening
A rapid and efficient technique for the identification of recombinant bacteria is
known as blue/white screening which means some bacterial colonies are blue and
others pale or white. DNA of interest is ligated into a vector. The activity of getting
a blue colony depends on β-galactosidase, an enzyme occurring in E. coli, which
cleaves lactose into glucose and galactose (Sigma Aldrich) [19]. If DNA is ligated or
inserted into the vector it disrupts the β-galactosidase gene and the colonies are pale.
This allows us to distinguish empty vectors from those with a PCR product insert.
2.14 Colony PCR
This is a convenient high-throughput process for the determination of the absence
or presence of the insert DNA in the plasmid constructs [20]. PCR tubes were set
up corresponding with the desired number of bacterial colonies to be evaluated for
inserts with 20µl of NFH2O added to each tube. Before picking the colonies, the
colonies under consideration were circled and numbered on the plate bottom. The
colonies taken into consider for this experiment were positive insert types based on
the blue/white screening. Numbered colonies were touched with a small pipette tip.
However, it was made sure not to sample the entire colony. The pipette tip was kept
in the water - NFH2O mixture and stirred gently to leave the tip in the water for 5-10
min. Further, a master mix was formed. At first, 5X Taq MM 5µl/reaction was taken
into consideration. Then, 6µl NFH2O/reaction was added to the mix. In addition, 2l
forward primer/reaction and 2µl reverse primer/reaction was mixed. Finally, 12µl of
NFH2O was added to each colony in the tube for a total of 25µl/reaction. I placed
the tubes in the thermocycler on normal PCR settings appropriate for the utilized
amplicon and primer pairs being used.
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2.15 Expanding the E. coli colonies
The purpose of picking colonies is to expand and grow a plasmid of interest. For
that, LB with kanamycin in 15 ml tubes was prepared. Here, the bacterial plates were
obtained from the incubator and the desired colony was located by numbering and
circling with a felt-tipped marker. I used a sterile pipette tip to collect the desired
colony by gently picking the colony and dropped the entire pipette tip into the tube
containing the LB. Then, spun the tubes slowly in the specimen tube rotator, at 37°C
in an incubator for approximately 18 hr.
2.16 Glycerol stocks of plasmids
At 4°C, bacteria on the LB agar plate can be stored for at least a few weeks.
Nonetheless, in order to store the bacteria for a longer time, glycerol stocks were
required. In addition, for long-term storage of plasmids, bacterial glycerol stocks are
extremely essential. Further, in order to form more plasmid DNA, plasmid would
already be in the desired condition and would not require retransforming into more
competent bacterial cells. Addition of the glycerol stabilizes frozen bacteria and
prevents damage to cell membranes [21]. For making glycerol stocks, 500µl were
taken of bacteria and 500µl of glycerol solution were added. Here the tube was slowly
swirled up and down, and then stored at -80°C.
2.17 Mini-preps
Mini-preparation of plasmid DNA is an extremely fast way for small-scale isolation
of plasmid DNA from the bacteria. Further, it is widely used in process of the molec-
ular cloning for analyzing bacterial clones [21]. This process was conducted by using
Qiagens QiaPrep spin Mini-prep Kit. All centrifugation steps were carried out on the
IEC Centra tabletop centrifuge. After 18 hr the bacterial culture tubes were taken out
of the incubator shaker and spun at 3000 rpm in a (Conical microcentrifuge) for 15
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min at 40C. After obtaining the desired bacterial pellet, I decanted the supernatant
into the bleach separately. It was made sure not to disturb the bacterial pellet. After
the separation, 250µl of the Buffer P1 (Buffer P1 is a complete resuspension buffer
utilized, when purifying the plasmid DNA) (Qiagens QiaPrep), at 4°C Storage, was
added to the solution and then pipetted up and down over the pellet to completely
resuspend the cells. It was made sure that Ribonuclease A (RNase), at 17,500 U in
2.5 ml (where, 100 mg/ml and 7000 units/ml solution, Qiagen), had been added to
the buffer P1. Further, I added 250µl of Buffer P2 (Qiagens QiaPrep) from the kit
and inverted the tubes 4-6 times (the fluid became viscous). Cells settled in this state
for no longer than 5 min before neutralization by adding 350µl of Buffer N3 from the
kit and promptly inverted tubes to prevent localized precipitation. The tubes were
then centrifuged at a rotation speed of 11,000 rpm in an Eppendorf microfuge for
almost 10 min at room temperature and then supernatant was put into the labeled
spin column. I tried to position the pipette tip underneath the cellular debris as it
might clog the membrane in the spin column. I disposed of tubes containing debris.
Moreover, the solution was then centrifuged at a rotation speed of 11,000 rpm in an
Eppendorf microfuge for about 1 min. I removed the top portion of the spin column,
decanted the flow-through and returned the top portion of spin column. Furthermore,
I added 750µl of the Buffer PE and checked the cap and made sure that ethanol had
been added to the buffer and centrifuged it at a rotation speed of 11,000 rpm in an
Eppendorf microfuge for almost 1 min and decanted supernatant as above and then
spun again at 11,000 rpm in an Eppendorf microfuge for 1 min. I transferred the spin
column to a labeled micro-centrifuge tube and labeled the 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge
tubes with the plasmid name, the date, and the word plasmid on the side of the tube,
as lids may be torn off in the centrifuge. (Each plasmid had a unique identifier.)
Furthermore, I added 20µl of NFH2O directly over, but not touching, the membrane
and allowed tubes to sit for 1 min and then spun at 11,000 rpm in an Eppendorf
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microfuge for 1 min. Then they were stored short term at 4°C or long term at a
temperature of -20°C.
2.18 Plasmid sequencing and analysis
I prepared samples to be sequenced in 8-strips of PCR tubes and then labeled
the 8-strip tubes with a unique identifier for each plasmid (as my initials, date and
a number) and also made sure to record these identifiers in my notebook and on
the plasmid stock tubes. 1000 ng of plasmid was submitted for sequencing in a final
volume of 8 µl. It was determined how many µls of plasmid to send based on the
plasmid concentration. I divided 1000 ng by my DNA concentration (in ng/µl), which
gave the amount of plasmid to send (in µl) and added NFH2O water to a total volume
of 16µl. In addition, I divided that volume into two parts of 8µl for each tube, and
added the primers.
Sequencing of plasmids with inserted PCR products was initiated by utilizing
the T7 forward and the M13R reverse primers, which anneal to the plasmid or
vector backbone. Further iterative sequencing of the reactions was done utilizing
the internal primers designed. These primers were based on the individual plas-
mid sequences, which were obtained from the first round of the T7/M13R sequenc-
ing. Moreover, four to six sequencing reactions were mandatory to completely se-
quence a single WC1 transcript in forward and the reverse directions. Further,
nucleotide sequences were then aligned and the consensus sequences were gener-
ated utilizing BioEdit version 7.0.5.3. The WC1 sequences presented here were
obtained from the cloned RT-PCR products and will be submitted to GenBank
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/index.html) for public access.
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2.19 Restriction digest
This was done to cut out, or digest the PCR product inserted into the plasmid
to see if it was the expected size. For the process of restriction digest, a master mix
was prepared using: 1000/plasmid concentration (this could vary according to the
concentration of a desired plasmid, for example for a concentration of 490 µg/ml, 2µl
volume of the plasmid concentration will be added), 1 µl of BamH1 enzyme (BamH
I is from from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and is a type II restriction endonuclease,
having the capacity for recognizing short sequences [6 basepairs (bp)] of DNA and
specifically cleaving them at a target site) [23], 1µl of Eco1 enzyme (EcoRI is a re-
striction enzyme that cleaves DNA double helixes into fragments at specific sites
G/AATTC and generates sticky ends of DNA and thus is used to cut DNA prior to
ligation, as the sticky ends make the ligation reaction more efficient), 1µl of Buffer
B (Thermo Scientific 10X Buffer B ensures the optimum reaction conditions for spe-
cific restriction enzymes and is premixed with BSA for enhanced stability) [24], and
NFH2O was added to make it a total of 12 µl. After making calculations, I took the
restriction digestion solution and kept it in the water bath for 45 min at 37°C. Then I
checked the size of the restriction digest fragments obtained by running the resulting
solution on a 1.2% gel at 60-80 V (voltage). Moreover, for restriction mapping for
DNA, I used the NEBcutter http://nc2.neb.com/NEBcutter2/ program to determine
if the enzymes cut the vector/plasmid backbone so I would know how many pieces of
vector would be obtained.
2.20 Phylogenetic tree construction
This tree presents the relationships between various entities and biological species
(this is known as their phylogeny) where the similarities and differences of physical or
genetic characteristics are considered [21]. The following freeware program was used
for producing the phylogenetic trees: https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/kalign/. Here
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each tool required at least 2 steps. First, the user sets the tool input (e.g. WC1 full
length sequences). Second, it is possible to alter default tool parameters. Finally,
there is a tool submission step where the user can specify a title associated with
results.
2.21 Pairwise alignment
Using Bioedit and choosing two sequences of WC1 genes for pairwise alignment
this was used to identify regions of similarity of both nucleotides and amino acids. It
is also used to determine if cDNA sequences obtained correspond to the assembled
goat genes from the genome sequencing.
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Figure 7: Methodology of the process used in this thesis.
This represents the process used from obtaining blood to obtaining cDNA se-
quences of goat WC1 expressed gene sequences. This was adapted form Boyd &
Crowe [25].
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Figure 8: Density gradient separation of lymphocytes from blood.
With PBS, blood is diluted. Here, granulocytes and RBCs are pelleted. Peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) are enriched in interphase between plasma and
Ficoll-Hypaque layers. This diagram was adapted from Lin et al. [27].
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Figure 9: TOPO TA cloning.
This diagram presents the procedure for the ligation during the TOPO Cloning
and plating of bacteria as appears on the Thermofisher website [26].
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Part I: cDNA cloning and sequencing of expressed WC1
goat genes
The structure of the WC1 receptor in ruminants is modelled on the bovine WC1
receptor family. WC1 molecules have SRCR domains and are transmembrane gly-
coproteins that belong to the group B SRCR family of proteins [9]. SRCR domains
have 6 to 8 disulfide bonds in each domain making them very stable. In cattle, WC1
molecules are organized by 6 or 11 SRCR domains in the extracellular part of the
molecule, followed by a conserved transmembrane and an intracytoplasmic tail that is
coded for by 4-6 exons [9] (see model in Introduction, Fig. 4). If the intracytoplasmic
tail is coded for by 4 exons it is known as a Type I tail, by 5 exons it is a Type II tail
and by 6 exons it is a Type III tail.
Our collaborators at USDA-ARS, Drs. Tim Smith and Derek Bickhart, sequenced
the San Clemente goat genome using the PacBio method that give very long reads of
∼40,000 bp [28]. Previous work in the lab by another graduate student, Al Yirsaw,
had annotated the San Clemente goat genome for WC1 genes on Chromosome 5 and
showed that the predicted structure of the goat genes is similar to those of cattle
(Fig. 6). Because genome sequencing is done in small pieces and then put back
together, the assembly of DNA sequences may not always be correct thus the point of
this project was to find if mRNA transcripts had the same sequences as those found
during the annotation of the goat genome assembly. Also, the method used for the
sequencing was PacBio which give very long reads of ∼40,000 bp but the error rate
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is higher than for Sanger sequencing. The strategy to do this was to PCR amplify
goat WC1 transcripts by making mRNA into cDNA and inserting those amplified
pieces into a plasmid vector and having them Sanger sequenced. Bovine and goat
WC1 genomic sequences were used for designing PCR primers (Table 1) along with
cDNA sequences from ovine WC1 molecules, by other colleagues in the lab (Payal,
Yokota, Al Yirsaw, Sookyung Kim and Katherine Wilson).
The first PCR round was conducted using a forward primer against domain 6
(OAd6-For) paired with a reverse primer to the type I/II intracytoplasmic tail se-
quences (Bov-tail I/II-Rev) (see Fig. 10 for naming of the SRCR domains and strat-
egy I, and Table 1 for the primer sequences). The expected PCR band size was
2500 bp but 1600 bp and 850 bp bands were obtained (Fig. 11). The 1600 bp band
suggested PCR amplicons from SRCR domain d9 to the intracytoplasmic tail was
obtained rather than the expected d6 to tail we had tried to amplify (see Fig. 12
for schematic). This could happen because there is a high level of sequence similar-
ity between the SRCR domains d6 and d9 and PCR favors amplification of shorter
sequences. These are referred to henceforth as clones “d9-tail”. Reverse primers com-
plementary to the Type III tail sequence (primer Bov-tail-Rev) were also used but
did not yield a PCR product (Fig. 11).
A second PCR round was conducted using a forward primer against SRCR domain
b7 (B7-For) paired with a reverse primer designed to the tail sequences (Bov-tail I/II
and Bov-tail III) (see Fig. 10 for primer placement in strategy II and Table 1 for
primer sequences). From that PCR, the expected band was 2200 bp and the band
obtained was also 2200 bp (Fig. 13 for PCR), which means the expected sequences
from b7 to type I/II tail were obtained (see Fig. 14 for schematic representation).
Furthermore, following the cloning of the PCR product into a plasmid it was sent for
commercial Sanger sequencing by Genewiz; some of the domains were not sequenced
from the 2200 bp clone (Fig. 14, indicated as ‘Omission’). This is because Genewiz
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can sequence only approximately 650-800 bp from each sequencing reaction (such as
T7 in the forward direction and M13R in the reverse direction), where the sequencing
done by Genewiz when performing Sanger sequencing. While they did this, it was not
sufficient to cover 2200 bp (see Fig. 14). I plan to re-submit that cDNA clone with
internal primers such as one placed in the SRCR c8 domain and one reverse primer
placed in the Linker 4 (L4) and transmembrane (TM) junction. These are referred
to as clones with the moniker “b7-tail” included.
A third PCR reaction was conducted using a forward primer against signal se-
quence (ss-For) paired with a reverse primer to the SRCR b7 domain (B7-Rev) (Fig.
10 for strategy III). The expected band of PCR was 2300 bp and the bands obtained
included a 2300 bp band and a 685 bp band (Fig. 15). This means expected sequences
from signal sequence to SRCR domain b7 were obtained but a second sequence from
signal sequence to SRCR domain b2 was also the likely 685 bp band (Fig. 16 for
schematic). I was unable to get a ligation from these PCR products and thus no
clones or sequences are available.
cDNA sequences obtained above by Strategies I and II were aligned with the
predicted gene sequences from the San Clemente goat genome annotation. Alignments
in Bioedit are shown for MA-PY01-d9-tail to MA-PY-04-d9-tail compared to the 16
predicted goat genome sequences (Figure 17-19). Another three sequenced cDNA
clones known as MA-PY01-b7-tail to MA-PY03-b7-tail were aligned in Bioedit also
and are shown compared to the 16 predicted goat genome sequences (Fig. 20-22).
Note that MA-PY01-b7-tail actually only has domain b7 through d9.
Phylogenetic trees of the partial cDNA sequences were made after the alignment.
Compared to 16 goat genes predicted from the San Clemente genome, MA-PY01-d9-
tail (d9, e10, L3, d11, L4, tail I) clustered with predicted Gene 4 (Fig. 23), MA-PY02-
d9-tail (d9, e10, L3,d11, L4, tail I) clustered with predicted Gene 4 (Fig. 23) and
MA-PY04-d9-tail (d9, e10, L3,d11, L4, tail I) clustered with Gene 14 (highlighted
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in Fig. 23). A pairwise alignment of d9-tail I/II cDNA clones with their closest
predicted goat gene is shown in Table 2. However, for cDNA sequences MA-PY01,
02 and 03-b7-tail I/II, it was found that MA-PY01-B7-tail (b7, c8, L2, d9) clustered
with predicted Goat Gene 1 (Fig. 24), MA-PY02-B7-tail (b7, c8, L2, d9, L3, L4, TM,
tail I) matched with predicted Goat Gene 2 (Fig. 24) and MA-PY03-B7-tail (b7, c8,
tail I) matched with predicted Goat Gene 14 (Fig. 24) and a pairwise alignment of
b7-tail I/II shown in Table 3 of the most closely clustered cDNA and predicted goat
gene sequences.
3.2 Summary of Part I
Of the sequences obtained for SRCR domain d9 to intracytoplasmic tail I/II, two
sequences matched with Gene 1 and one matched with Gene 14’s assembly, indicating
that they were most similar to the predicted goat genes and level of identity was
about 92-93% (analysis shown in Table 2). Other sequences obtained when primers
corresponding to domain b7 and the intracytoplasmic tail I/II were used for PCR
matched with goat gene 1, 2 and Gene 14’s assembly, indicating that they were most
similar to those predicted goat genes and level of identity was about 92-95% (analysis
shown in Table 3). This was in keeping with the level of identity found for the
comparison of the library of SRCR a1 domains from Boer goat made by Dr. Telfer
with the San Clemente genome prediction of a1 domain sequences (data not shown).
3.3 Part II: Full length cloning and sequencing of cDNA
WC1 goat sequences
For this part of the work a lab colleague, Payal Yokota, made PCR amplicons
using a forward primer against SRCR a1 domain (primer = WC1-a1comm-For) that
was based on a sequence common to all bovine SRCR a1 domains and it was paired
with a reverse primer (Bov-tail I/II-Rev) whose sequence was shared by all Type I/II
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intracytoplasmic tail sequences to attempt to obtain cDNA clones that reflected the
full length of expressed WC1 gene sequences. The expected size of a full length WC1
expressed gene sequence was 4400 bp and the band obtained was also 4400 bp, which
means the expected sequences from SRCR domain a1 through the intracytoplasmic
tail were likely obtained (P. Yokota, unpublished data).
After cloning these amplicons into the plasmid and transforming bacteria she
obtained a total of 110 colonies and handed them off to me. Out of those, 88 colonies
were white in a blue/white screening with x-Gal and had a WC1 gene sequence
inserted in them while others were blue meaning they did not contain a WC1 gene
insert (Table 4). Those 88 colonies were chosen and streaked onto other agar plates
of which only 84 grew meaning 4 colonies were no longer viable. After making mini-
preps of those 84 colonies they were sent for commercial sequencing. The first round
of sequencing used primers that anneal to the plasmid (vector) backbone and are
known as T7-forward and M13R-reverse (Table 4). From those sequencing reactions,
84 colonies had WC1 sequences corresponding to some part of a WC1 gene. Fifty five
of those 84 colonies had sequences corresponding to SRCR a1 domains, but of those
clones only 5 also had intracytoplasmic tail sequences. Moreover, while 7 clones had
unique a1 domains that differed from one another, suggesting they are transcripts
from 7 different genes, only 5 of those clones had a full length WC1 gene sequence
(that is, from SRCR a1 domain through the intracytoplasmic tail sequence); those
were cDNA clones CH-MA-03, 47 and 41 and CH-HP-13, 21, and 23. To confirm
insert sizes in the plasmid vector restriction digests were done (see Fig. 25 as an
example).
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3.4 Alignment of cDNA SRCR a1 domain sequences with
the Boer goat cDNA, predicted goat and bovine WC1
sequences
An alignment of the seven unique a1 SRCR domains from goat cDNA clones from
Part II (CH-MA-03, 41 and 47 and CH-HP-11, 13, 21, and 23) were compared to
goat SRCR a1 sequences obtained by Dr. Telfer using cDNA from Boer goat (Fig.
26), to bovine WC1 genes (Fig. 27) and to the predicted goat genes from annotating
the San Clemente goat genome (Fig. 28). When assessed in a phylogenetic tree
relative to the previous Boer goat a1 domains obtained by Dr. Telfer five of the full-
length clones’ a1 domains clustered with one other of the Boer goat domains while
the remaining two clustered with each other (CH-MA-03 clustered with CH-MA-41).
Another comparison made in a phylogenetic tree was with the 13 bovine WC1 a1
gene sequences; CH-MA-47’s a1 domain clustered closely with bovine WC1-11 (Fig.
29). They were also compared in a phylogenetic tree to 16 predicted goat genes’ a1
domains (Fig. 30). All seven clustered closely to predicted goat genome a1 sequences
although CH-MA-47 clustered with predicated goat gene 9, while CH-HP-21 clustered
with goat gene 11 and CH-MA-41 clustered with gene 4 were the closest (Fig. 31)
This exercise was done so that we could see which predicted goat genes we would
expect our full-length cDNA clones to represent.
3.5 Pairwise alignment
When the a1-domain sequences were compared to 16 predicted goat genes in
a phylogenetic tree in Kalign program, it showed sequence CH-MA-03 matched to
predicted goat gene 4 with a percent similarity of 99.0% and a percent identity of
98.0% while CH-MA-41 had 100% identity. For the other five full length WC1 a1
gene sequences it ranged from 84-100% identities and 90-99% similarities (Table 5).
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Another Pairwise alignment was constructed for sequence CH-MA-47 (i.e. CH-a1-
47) compared to bovine-WC1-11 and it showed a dissimilarity of 7 amino acid with
a similarity of 93.27% and showed 13 nucleotide dissimilarities with a similarity of
95.83% (Table 6). Moreover, CH-MA-47 (i.e. CH-a1-47) also matched to goat gene 9,
showed 3 amino acid dissimilarities with a similarity 97.1% and showed 06 nucleotide
dissimilarities with of 98.0% similarity (Table 6).
3.6 Sequencing of CH-MA-03 cDNA clone
An experiment was used to get full length sequencing of clone CH-MA-03. The
specific clone was sent out for sequencing with the first round of sequencing using
primers T7 and M13R that anneal to the plasmid (Fig. 32, scheme #1 and 5) back-
bone from which a1, d4, e5 and linker 4, TM, tail I/II domains were obtained. A
second set of primers was designed from a forward primer against SRCR a1 domain
paired with a reverse primer to the d6/b7 junction sequence (WC1-a1-comm-For and
OA-d6/b7-Rev) (schematic # 2 & 6 in Fig. 32), and a third set of primers was sent
along with the plasmid using a forward primer against e5/d6 junction paired with a
reverse primer to the L2/d9 junction sequence (E5/d6-For and OAd9-Rev) (schematic
# 3 & 7 shown in Fig. 32), and a fourth set was designed using a forward primer
against e5/d6 paired with a reverse primer to the d11 sequence (E5/d6-For and Bt-
d11-Rev) (schematic # 4 & 8 Fig. 32). These sequence results interpretations are
shown in Fig. 33 for CH-MA-03.
Since we were missing sequences for some of the internal domains (Fig. 33) a PCR
was conducted using a set of primers (E5/d6-For to OAd9-Rev) was designed using
a forward primer against e5/d6 paired with a reverse primer to the L2/d9 sequence
to get d6, b7 and c8 (Fig. 34). A schematic shows the missing exons in Fig. 35.
A PCR result shown in Fig. 36 and an interpretations shown in Fig. 37, showing
missing domains b2, c3, another PCR was conducted using a set of primers (WC1-a1-
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comm-For to OAd6/b7-Rev) was designed using a forward primer against SRCR a1
paired with a1 domain reverse primer to the d6/b7 junction (as depicted in Fig. 38).
The PCR result is shown in Fig. 39, to get internal domains a1, b2. The composite
of all cloning is shown in Fig. 40 and an interpretation is shown in Figure 41. The
composite full length cDNA sequence was aligned with the predicted goat WC1 gene
sequence in Bioedit, Fig. 42.
3.7 Sequencing of CH-MA-41 cDNA clone
Another similar experiment was conducted to get full length sequencing of clone
CH-MA-41. The specific colony was expanded and sent out for sequencing with the
first round of sequencing used primers that anneal to the plasmid (vector) backbone
and are known as T7 and M13R. Then a second set of primers was designed from a
forward primer against SRCR a1 domain paired and the reverse primer to the d6/b7
junction sequence (WC1-a1comm-For and OA-d6/b7-Rev) (schematic in # 2 & 6
in Fig. 43), and a third set of primers (E5/d6-For and OAd9-Rev) was sent along
with the plasmid using a forward primer against e5/d6 junction paired with a reverse
primer to the L2/d9 junction sequence (schematic # 3 & 7 in Fig. 43) and a fourth
set (E5/d6-For and Bt-d11-Rev) was designed using a forward primer against e5/d6
paired with a reverse primer to the d11 sequence (schematic # 4 & 8 in Fig. 43).
These sequence results interpretations are shown in Fig. 44 for CH-MA-41.
Since we were missing sequences for the internal domains (Fig. 45) a PCR was
conducted using a set of primers (E5/d6-For and OAd9-Rev) designed using a forward
primer against e5/d6 paired with a reverse primer to the L2/d9 sequence to get d6,
b7 and c8 (Fig. 46). A PCR result is shown in Fig. 47 and an interpretation shown
in Fig. 48 showing missing domains b2 and c3 were obtained. Moreover, another
PCR was conducted using a set of primers (WC1-a1-comm-For and OAd6/b7-Rev)
designed against SRCR a1 paired with a reverse primer to the d6/b7 junction and the
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PCR result is shown in Fig. 49 and depicted in Fig. 50, to get internal domains a1, b2
and c3. The composite of all cloning is shown in Fig. 51 and an interpretation is shown
in Fig. 52. A full length cDNA sequence was aligned with the predicted goat WC1
gene sequences in Bioedit, Fig. 53. Furthermore, an alignment in Bioedit was made
taking CH-MA-03 and CH-MA-41; both were compared to Gene 4, 7 and 15 since
a pairwise alignment (not shown) indicated they were closest to the three predicted
genes. (Fig. 54). A comparison shown by counting the amino acid dissimilarities
between the sequences by each exon or domain (Table 7). It was not clear which
genes were most similar to our full length cDNA sequence when they were considered
exon by exon or region by region even though were 99-100% identical to the a1 of
gene 4 but they had Type II tails like genes 7 and 15.
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Table 1: Primers used (a).
a. OA=Ovis aires, means they were designed based on sheep sequences; Bov
or Bt=bovine, means the reverse primer in the tail was based on bovine sequences.
For=Forward primer in 5’ to 3’ direction; Rev=Reverse corresponding to the com-
plementary strand. Tail I/II means it is based on sequences in either type of tail;
a1 comm means the primer is to a sequence in the a1 domain that is common to all
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bovine sequences; letters indicate the domain the sequence is based on e.g. are d9,
a1 etc.
Figure 10: Strategy to amplify partial caprine WC1 sequences
Three strategies (I, II and III) are shown for obtaining cDNA evidence for some of
the SRCR domains of caprine WC1 genes with Type I or Type II-like endodomains.
The arrows indicate where the primers were placed and the numbers show the number
of PCR amplicons that were cloned for each strategy.
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Figure 11: PCR results using a forward primer positioned in d6 paired with a reverse
primer positioned in the Type I or II intracytoplasmic tail sequences
Primers used were OAd6-For, Bov-tail I/II-Rev and tail III-Rev, as indicated, to
amplify goat and bovine cDNA. Primers to GAPDH were used as a positive control
on goat cDNA and NT (no template) had OAd6- For and Bov-tail I/II-Rev and Bov-
tail III-Rev primers to control for any primer contamination. The expected band
was 2500 bp, but a band of 1600 bp was obtained which meant that an amplicon
from domain 9 to the tail was obtained, instead of from domain 6 to tail. The reverse
primer complementary to Type III tail sequences did not yield a product. It is unclear
what the 850 bp band is but could be domain d 11 to tail.
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Figure 12: Results interpretation for Part I (Strategy one)
PCR product from domain 6 to the Type I or II tails had an expected band size
of 2500 bp, but 1600 bp was obtained which meant that domain 9 to the tail was
amplified and the 850 bp likely means an amplicon from SRCR domain d11 to tail was
obtained but was not cloned. Clones obtained from d9-tail were named MA-PY-01,
02, and 03.
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Figure 13: PCR results using a forward primer in domain b7 paired with a reverse
primer in the Type I or II intracytoplasmic tail sequences
PCR results which showed a band of 2200 bp and another band of 850 bp when
goat c DNA was the template. Primers used from domain b7 to the tail were tested
with goat and bovine c DNA; NT (no template) control was included with the primers
also to test for any contamination. The expected band was 2200 bp and the obtained
band was also 2200 bp which meant that b7 to tail amplicon was likely obtained. The
850 bp was not sequenced and it is unclear what this might be.
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Figure 14: Results interpretation for Part I (Strategy two)
Primers used were to amplify from domain b7 to the tail using primers B7-For and
Bov-tail I/II-Rev. The expected PCR band was 2200 bp. The obtained PCR bands
were 2200 bp and another band of 850 bp. However, not all of the 2200 bp transcript
was sequenced after cloning as the range of operation for Sanger sequencing is limited
to between 650 bp to 850 bp and further internal primers were not tried, thus this
gap is shown as an Omission in sequencing.
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Figure 15: PCR results using a forward primer against signal sequence paired with a
reverse primer in the b7 domain
PCR results showing a band of 2300 bp and another band of 685 bp. Lane 1
shows primers used S.s-For and B7-Rev; that were meant to amplify products from
signal sequence to domain 7. The expected band was 2300 bp and obtained band
was also 2300 bp and another band of 685 bp was obtained. Lane 2 shows primers
used (S.s-For and WC1-a1comm-Rev) were meant to amplify products from signal
sequence to domain a1 and another primer pair (B7-For and B7-Rev) was used to
amplify from domain b7 to domain b7; these were both used as controls for testing
the primers and a positive control (GAPDH) was also used.
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Figure 16: Results interpretation of Part I (Strategy three)
Primers designed (S.s-For to B7-Rev) were for the signal sequence and SRCR
domain b7. Expected band was 2300 bp. That size amplicon was obtained but also
one that likely represents signal sequence to SRCR domain b2 was obtained (685 bp).
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(a)
50
(b)
Figure 17: Alignment in Bioedit for MA-PY01-d9-tail.
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The sequence labelled MA-PY01-d9-tail is the cDNA sequence obtained from Boer
goat. The amino acids that differ between predicted Goat Genes and the cDNA
sequences are shown. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean
there was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains, linkers
and intracytoplasmic tail exons are labelled at their start.
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(a)
53
(b)
Figure 18: Alignment of MA-PY-02-d9-tail with predicted goat genes
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The sequence labelled MA-PY-02-d9-tail is the cDNA sequences obtained from
Boer goat. The nucleotides that differ between predicted Goat Genes and the cDNA
sequences are shown. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there
was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains, linkers and
intracytoplasmic tail exons are labelled at their start.
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Figure 19: Alignment of MA-PY04-d9-tail with predicted goat genes
57
The sequence labelled MA-PY04-d9-tail is the cDNA sequences obtained from
Boer goat. The nucleotides that differ between predicted Goat Genes and the cDNA
sequences are shown. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there
was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains, linkers and
intracytoplasmic tail exons are labelled at their start.
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Figure 20: Alignment of MA-PY01-b7-tail with predicted goat genes
59
The sequence labelled MA-PY01-b7-tail is the cDNA sequences obtained from
Boer goat. The nucleotides that differ between predicted Goat Genes and the cDNA
sequences are shown. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there
was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains and linkers are
labelled at their start. Note there were only domains b7 to d9.
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Figure 21: Alignment of MA-PY02-b7-tail with predicted goat genes
62
The sequence labelled MA-PY02-b7-tail is the cDNA sequences obtained from
Boer goat. The nucleotides that differ between predicted Goat Gene 2 and the cDNA
sequences are shown. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there
was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains, linkers and
intracytoplasmic tail exons are labelled at their start. (a) Sequence obtained from T7
primers, (b) sequence obtained from M13R primers.
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Figure 22: Alignment of MA-PY03-b7-tail with predicted goat genes.
64
The sequence labelled MA-PY03-b7-tail is the cDNA sequences obtained from
Boer goat. The amino acids that differ between predicted Goat Genes and the cDNA
sequences as shown. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there
was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains, linkers and
intracytoplasmic tail exons are labelled at their start.
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Figure 23: Phylogenetic tree of sequences of Boer goat d9-tail cDNA with predicted
San Clemente goat WC1 sequences
Compared 16 predicted goat genes (labeled Gene 1-16) with d9-tail cDNA se-
quences and found MA-PY01-d9-tail matched with Goat Gene 1, MA-PY02-d9-tail
matched with Goat Gene 1 and MA-PY04-B7-tail matched with Goat Gene 14 (red
circles).
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Table 2: Comparison of cDNA clones designated d9-tail I/II with predicted goat
genes
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Figure 24: Phylogenetic tree of sequences of Boer goat b7-tail cDNA sequences with
predicted San Clemente goat WC1 sequences
Compared 16 predicted goat genes (labeled 1 16) to the cDNA clones b7 tail and
found MA-PY01-B7-tail matched with Goat Gene 1, MA-PY02-B7-tail matched with
Goat Gene 2 and MA-PY03-B7-tail matched most closely with Goat Gene 14 (red
circles).
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Table 3: Comparison of cDNA clones designated b7-tail I/II with predicted goat
genes
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Table 4: Summary of the results from the 88 colonies of bacteria transformed with
plasmids that putatively contained full length goat WC1 expressed gene sequences
(a)
70
(b)
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(c)
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Figure 25: Restriction digest of full-length clones
A restriction digest of full length clones performed for two clones (CH-MA-03 and
41), using BamH1 and EcoR1 enzymes to check whether a full length WC1 expressed
gene was inserted into the plasmid. The asterisk (*) shows a band of 4400 bp was
received, as expected.
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Figure 26: Alignment of unique goat a1 domains from the full length cloning with
Boer goat cDNA sequences
74
Bioedit line-up alignment of unique a1 domains of cDNA with Boer Goat se-
quences obtained previously by Dr. Telfer and labeled ChWC1xxa1. The unique
a1’s (labeled CH-FL-clone name, i.e. CH-FL-13-HP is CH-HP-13) are placed next
to the sequences of Dr. Telfer’s that are most similar CH-FL-13-HP matched with
ChWC1 77a1), (CH-FL-11-HP matched with ChWC1 56a1, (CH-FL-21-HP matched
with ChWC1 62a1 2x), (CH-FL-23-HP matched with ChWC1 8Aa1) (CH-FL-47-MA
matched with ChWC1 72a1 2x) and (CH-FL-03-MA matched with CH-FL-41-MA).
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Figure 27: Alignment of unique goat cDNA a1 domains from the full length cloning
with 13 bovine genes
Displays the 13 bovine WC1 genes labeled as BtWC1-1a1 through 13a1 with the
unique goat a1s labeled CH-a1-MA/HP-x. Dots mean the amino acids are identical
while tildes mean there was a gap in the sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR
domains and linkers are labelled at their start.
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Figure 28: Alignment of unique goat cDNA a1 domains from the full length cloning
with 16 predicted goat genes
77
Bioedit alignment of unique goat a1 domains from cDNA evidence (indicated
as unique a1-domains) were compared to the 16 predicted goat gene obtained by
annotation of the San Clemente goat, labeled Gene 1 through 16 FL. Dots mean the
amino acids are identical while tildes mean there was a gap in the sequence due to
splice variants. The SRCR domains and linkers are labelled at their start.
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Figure 29: Phylogenetic tree of unique goat cDNA a1 domains from the full length
cloning with Dr. Telfer’s goat a1 sequences
79
A Phylogenetic tree aligning cDNA sequences from full length cloning of expressed
goat WC1 transcripts with Dr. Telfer’s sequences of Boer goat a1 domains (numbered
3 to 107a1). Red circles indicate pairs of Boer goat sequences that are most similar
to one another. The designations such as CH-FLa1-HP-21-HP is referring to the a1
domains of clone CH-HP-21.
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Figure 30: Phylogenetic tree of unique goat cDNA a1 domains from the full length
cloning with bovine WC1 genes.
A Phylogenetic tree aligning cDNA sequences from full length cloning of expressed
goat WC1 transcripts with a1 sequences of 13 bovine archetypal WC1 genes. Red
circle indicate pairs of bovine and goat sequences that are most similar to one an-
other. Bovine WC1-11 cluster closely with goat cDNA CH-MA-47, while one other
also cluster but less closely (blue circle). The designations such as CH-a1-HP-21 is
referring to the a1 domains.
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Figure 31: Phylogenetic tree of unique goat cDNA a1 domains from the full length
cloning with predicted goat a1 sequences
Three of the goat cDNA a1 domains cluster closely with predicted goat gene (red
circles) while four also cluster but less closely (blue circles). The designations such as
CH-a1-HP-21 is referring to the a1 domain of CH-HP-21. Predicted goat genes are
labeled as GeneX.
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Table 5: Pairwise alignment of all unique goat a1 domain sequences obtained by full
length cDNA cloning of Boer goat WC1 transcripts with San Clemente predicted goat
WC1 sequences
Table 6: Pairwise alignment of the a1 domain of clone CH-MA-47 to show similarity
to the closest bovine and predicted goat gene
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Figure 32: Step 1-Sequences obtained for cDNA clone CH-MA-03
The first set of sequences were obtained using T7 (forward primer) and M13R
(reverse primer) shown in lines 1 and 5. From that the SRCR domains and linkers
obtained were: a1, d4, e5, d11, linker 4, TM and a type II intracytoplasmic tail se-
quence. In addition, to obtain the rest of the sequence different primers in forward
and reverse directions were designed and are shown in Column 1 after the sequenc-
ing reactions numbered 1-8. For example, in sequencing reaction 7 the primer was
designed against sequence that spanned Linker 2 and Domain d9 in the reverse direc-
tion (see arrow). The blue arrow means that sequence was obtained while the broken
means the sequence was missing due to splicing.
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Figure 33: Results interpretation of sequences obtained in step 1 for cDNA clone
CH-MA-03
85
The first set of sequences were obtained by T7 (forward primer) and M13R (reverse
primer). From that the SRCR domains and linkers obtained were: a1, d4, e5, linker
4, TM and an intracytoplasmic tail type II were obtained. And set of sequences were
obtained using different primers a1 forward to d6/b7 reverse, another primer was
used as e5/d6 junction forward to d11 reverse. From that the SRCR domains and
linkers obtained were e5, d6, linker 3, e10 and d11. Moreover, another set of primers
was used designed from e5/d6 forward junction to d9 reverse. From that the SRCR
domains e5, d6 and d9 were obtained.
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Figure 34: Results interpretation of sequences obtained in step 2 for cDNA clone
CH-MA-03
Set of primers (E5/d6-For and OAd9-Rev) designed to amplify from e5/d6 to
L2/d9 were used to get internal domains d6, b7 and c8 by PCR amplification.
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Figure 35: Step 2-Sequence obtained for cDNA clone of CH-MA-03.
Sequences obtained by using e5 forward primer and L2/d9 junction reverse primers.
Blue arrow indicates sequenced obtained.
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Figure 36: PCR results to obtain internal sequences of full length cDNA clones
PCR was conducted with primers (E5-d6-For and OAd9-Rev) designed from e5/d6
junction to SRCR domain d9 using CH-MA-03 clone as the template and two different
temperatures (55C and 60C) for the PCR reaction. Lane 1 shows a band of 1000
bp for (CH-MA-03), Lane 2 showing a band of 1200 bp band for (CH-MA-41) at a
temperature of 60C, denoted by the asterisk (*). Lane 3 and 4 shows the same results
for both clones (CH-MA-03 & 41) but at a temperature of 55°C.
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Figure 37: Results interpretation of sequencing obtained in step 3 cDNA clone CH-
MA-03
Primers (E5-d6-For and OAd9-Rev) used were in SRCR a1 and SRCR domains
d6/b7 junction to amplify the internal domains a1, b2 and c3 so that directed se-
quencing could be done some internal domains were still missing.
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Figure 38: Step 3-Sequence obtained for cDNA clone CH-MA-03
In step 3 for CH-MA-03, a PCR was conducted with primers (WC1-a1-comm-
For to Bov-tail I/II-Rev) designed to amplify from SRCR domain a1 to the d6/b7
junction in order to amplify a1, b2 and c3 domains. However, for these sequences a1,
partial b2 and partial c3 domain sequences were received due to splicing.
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Figure 39: PCR results of clone CH-MA-03 using a forward primer in the a1 domain
paired with a reverse primer situated between domains d6 and b7
PCR was conducted using primers (WC1-a1-comm-For and d6/b7-Rev) in the a1
domain and d6/b7 junction. Lane 1 shows a band of 1200 bp using clone CH-MA-03
as the template. Lane 2 shows a band of 850 bp for clone CH-MA-41 as the template.
Both denoted by asterisk sign (*) and a no template control (NT) was included.
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Figure 40: Summary of step 4-sequences obtained for cDNA clone CH-MA-03
Summary of the PCR reactions obtained for this clone to get the available se-
quence.
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Figure 41: Results interpretation of sequencing obtained in step 4 clone CH-MA-03
For cDNA clone CH-MA-03 a full length WC1 expressed sequence was obtained
except for parts of a few internal domains were splice out as only the end of b2 was
obtained, and the beginning of b7 and beginning of c8 were obtained.
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Figure 42: Alignment of the full-length CH-MA-03 cDNA sequence with the 16 pre-
dicted goat genes.
Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there was a gap in the
sequence due to splice variants. The SRCR domains, linkers and intracytoplasmic tail
exons are labelled at their start. Clone CH-MA-03 is compared to the 16 predicted
goat genes (labeled Gene 1 -1 6) in this Bioedit alignment.
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Figure 43: Summary of sequencing reactions for cDNA clone CH-MA-41
The first set of sequences were obtained by T7 (forward primer) and M13R (reverse
primer). From that the SRCR domains and linkers obtained were: a1, d4, e5, d11,
linker 4, TM and a intracytoplasmic tail type II were obtained. In addition, to
obtain the rest of the sequence different primers in forward and reverse directions
were designed and are shown in Column 1 after the sequencing reaction number (1-
8). For example in sequencing reaction 7 the primer was designed against Linker 2
and domain d9s junction in the reverse direction (see arrow).
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Figure 44: Results interpretation of internal sequences obtained for cDNA clones
CH-MA-41
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The first set of sequences were obtained by T7 (forward primer) and M13R (reverse
primer) primering. From that the SRCR domains and linkers obtained were: a1, d4,
e5, d11, linker 4, TM and an intracytoplasmic tail type II were obtained. Sets of
sequences were obtained using different primers for internal domains such as one
placed at the e5/d6 junction paired with one in d11. From that the SRCR domains
and linkers obtained were e5, d6, linker 3, e10 and d11. Moreover, another set of
primers was used designed for SRCR domains e5/d6 junction and SRCR domain d9.
From that the sequences of SRCR domains e5, d6 and d9 were obtained.
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Figure 45: Strategy to obtain sequence of internal domains of cDNA clone CH-MA-41
Since sequence of several internal SRCR domains was missing, primers (E5/d6-For
and OAd9-Rev) were designed to anneal to SRCR domains e5/d6 and for the L2/d9
junction to obtain sequence for the d6, b7 and c8 domains.
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Figure 46: Sequences obtained form PCR product of cDNA clone CH-MA-41 to get
internal sequences
A PCR was conducted with primers (E5/d6 and OAd9-Rev) designed from do-
mains e5/d6 to L2/d9 to receive d6, b7 and c8 domain sequences which was obtained.
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Figure 47: PCR results using a forward primer e5-d6 paired with reverse primer
L2/d9 and cDNA clone CH-MA-41
A PCR was conducted with primers (E5/d6-For and OAd9-Rev) designed from
e5/d6 domain to L2/d9 using clones CH-MA-03 and 41 as the templates and two
different temperatures for the PCR reaction. Lane 1 shows a band of 100 bp for
(CH-MA-03), Lane 2 a band of 1200 bp for CH-MA-41 at a temperature of 60oC,
denoted by the asterisk (*). Lane 3 and 4 shows the same results for both the clones
(#03 and 41) but at a temperature of 55°C.
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Figure 48: Second strategy to obtain sequence of internal domains of cDNA clone
CH-MA-41.
A PCR was conducted with primers (WC1-a1-comm-For and OAd6/b7-Reb) de-
signed from SRCR domain a1 amd domains d6/b7 to receive sequence for the internal
domains a1, b2 and c3. All sequences were received.
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Figure 49: PCR results using a forward primer against a1 paired with a reverse primer
to d6/b7 and clone CH-MA-41
PCR results obtained using primers (WC1-a1-comm-For and OAd6/b7-Rev) in
SRCR domain a1 and d6/b7. Lane 1 shows a band of 1200 bp for clone CH-MA-03
and Lane 2 shows a band of 850 bp for clone 41, both denoted by asterisk (*). NT
(No template) control with primers only.
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Figure 50: Results interpretation for cDNA clone CH-MA-41
Primers (WC1-a1-comm-For and OAd6/b7-Rev) used were to amplify from SRCR
domain a1 to the d6/b7 junction to amplify the internal domains a1, b2 and c3 so
that directed sequencing could be obtained.
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Figure 51: Summary of sequences reactions for cDNA clone CH-MA-41
Presents a complete picture showing how different primers were used to obtain a
full length sequence.
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Figure 52: Result interpretation for full length sequence of clone CH-MA-41
For cDNA clone CH-MA-41 a full length WC1 expressed sequence was obtained
from a1 to a Type II tail.
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Figure 53: Alignment of the full length cDNA sequence of clone CH-MA-41 with the
16 predicted goat genes
The full length cDNA sequence of clone CH-MA-41 is compared here to predicted
Goat Genes. Dots mean the amino acids are identical while tildes mean there was a
gap in the sequence. The SRCR domains, linkers and tail exons are labelled at their
start.
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Figure 54: Comparison of cDNA clones CH-MA-41 and CH-MA-03 with predicted
goat genes 4, 7, and 15
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Table 7: A pairwise alignment made for CH-MA-03 & 41 with predicted goat genes
4, 7 and 15, displaying the dissimilarities between the exons (a).
a. means there was not sequence in the genomic sequence. The numbers indicate
how many amino acid differences occured in each exon or domain.
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Table 8: Summary of PCR clones obtained.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
The aim of the thesis was to analyze whether the predicted goat WC1 genes ob-
tained by annotating the San Clemente goat genome reflect accurately the genes or
not if there was miss-assembly of the goat WC1 genes. In order to analyze the se-
quence, an experimental procedure was followed using PCR amplification of RNA
transcripts after converting them to cDNA, utilizing Bioedit alignment of cDNA and
phylogenetic tree formation and finally pairwise alignment of the results. Here, simi-
larities and identities of predicted goat genes to the cDNA sequences obtained were
considered the parameters for the mentioned analysis.
Table 8 presents the summary of the PCR clones obtained. The result section
was divided in two halves. In the first half, three PCR strategies were considered
to get partial cDNA sequences of the expressed gene transcripts. For the second
half, full-length WC1 sequences were attained. The first part of the results include
the information about primer designing strategy, which consists of three designs.
Designing primers from domain d6 as forward primer to the tail with a reverse primer.
Second, designing primers from domain b7 to tails I and II as a reverse primer and
the last remained to design primers from signal sequences to domain b7 as a reverse
primer. The PCR results were obtained accordingly, as the primers were designed.
However, knowing that commercial Sanger sequencing provides 650-800 bp from each
side as forward and reverse primers (T7 and M13R), new primers had to be designed
to obtain omitted unsequenced internal domains.
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For strategy one in the first half, similarity of sequences from d9 to tail of sequences
named MA-PY01 clustered with Gene 4, MA-PY02 matched with Gene 4 and MY-
PY04 matched with Gene 14, indicating that they were most similar to the predicted
goat genes and the level of identity was about 92-93%. For strategy two in the first
half, sequences from domain b7 to the tail named MA-PY01, 02 and 03 were found
and were compared to Genes 1, 2 and 14 respectively indicating that they were most
similar to the predicted goat genes and the level of identity was about 92-95%. For
strategy three in the first half, the primers designed were from the signal sequence to
domain b7 but the experiment was not conducted to obtain sequences as no ligations
were successful.
Finally, for the second half of the thesis a full-length strategy was formulated.
Here, primers designed to amplify sequence from domain a1 to tail and several clones
were obtained and named CH-MA-03 and 4 and CH-HP-13, 21 and 23. The full-length
cDNA sequence of clone CH-MA-41 was compared to the a1 domain of predicted goat
genes it was closest to gene 4. CH-MA-03 a1 domain differed by only one amino acid
from CH-MA-41. Here, a phylogenetic tree was formulated by considering the men-
tioned goat predicted gene sequences for the a1 domain only. To confirm the results
from the phylogenetic tree, pairwise alignment was performed. Here, similarities and
identities of goat genomes were considered the parameters. Comparison of predicted
goat gene 4 with CH-MA-41 offered 100% similarity whereas comparison of predicted
goat gene 4 with CH-MA-03 also offered 99% similarity for their a1 domains. The
results were obtained by keeping the following parameters for the experimental steps.
Bioedit alignment was utilized to compare the genome sequences. To summarize,
in a1 domain the unique difference between CH-MA-03 and predicted goat gene 4
observed was SEGDHXWSLE. In contrast, in the a1 domain there is no unique dif-
ference between CH-MA-41 and goat gene 4 as both have SEDDHXWSLE.
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In addition, the other major difference obtained was the attainment of a perfect
third exon of the tail for both CH-MA-03 and 41, which signifies that the sequences
had a type II tail whereas Gene 4 is a Type I tail. Further, for CH-MA-03 b2 domains
only part of the sequence was observed, where the sequence was QVVCSAYSE. Also,
only partial sequences of b7 and c8 were obtained after every iteration of sequencing of
CH-MA-03 so it is more difficult to compare with Gene 4 overall due to this splicing.
When the full-length sequences of clones CH-MA-03 and CH-MA-41 were com-
pared with the 16 predicted goat genes (San Clemente breed) the results clearly sketch
that the mentioned genes were specifically similar to goat gene 4 but even closer to
Genes 7 and 15 overall since both of which have a Type II tail. This may give them
the advantage regarding the level of similarity to the two cDNA clones. This means
there may be errors in the assembled genome.
4.1 Future work
Another two sequences caught our attention that had unique SRCR a1 domains
(CH-HP-11 and CH-MA-47). In the coming times, those two cDNA clones will also
be sequenced using internal primers for obtaining full length sequences using the
procedure described in this thesis. Also the sequencing of the clones b7-tail will be
completed.
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